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INTRODUCTION 
In 1954, Hermann [IS] developed an explicit Hecke theory over totally 
real fields by using the ideal numbers of Hecke. For a field of class number 
h, he introduced modular forms which were actually vectors of Ir different 
functions. The author [7] developed the analogous theory for complex 
fields with h > 1. 
In 1982, Goldfeld et al. [2] described Eisenstein series over totally com- 
plex fields with the simplifying assumption that h = 1. This paper will use 
the ideas of Hermann to develop Eisenstein series over complex quadratic 
fields when h > 1, avoiding p-adic analysis and using classical constructions. 
The coefficients of the Fourier expansions involve matrices of Bessel 
functions exactly as in Goldfeld et al [2]; we compute some examples. This 
paper follows an explicit approach which emphasizes the analogy with 
classical calculations. 
PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS 
Let K = Q(G) b e a complex quadratic field with discriminant d and 
class number h. For an ideal a, denote its ideal class by [a]. 
Hecke [4] constructed a set Z of ideal numbers over K. Let [b,, b,, . . . . 
b,] be a basis for the ideal class group considered as a module over the 
rational integers. Let hi be the least positive integer such that by= (5;) is 
principal. Define bi = 6:“‘1, where we fix some generator gi and some branch 
of the /z!~ root. 
Each ‘ideal class [b] has a unique representative of the form n;=, bp 
with O<p,<h,. Set b=n;=, b? and let K[b] =K[b]= {kbIkEK}. The 
set Z of ideal numbers equals the union of the K[b] over all ideal classes 
[b]. For any a E Z, a = k n:=, bf’l and so we can associate an ideal (a) = 
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(k) n:= i bp,. Then a is integral if and only if (a) is an integral ideal. Let 
O[a] be the set of integral elements of K[a] and O(Z) the set of integral 
elements of Z. Unless explicitly stated otherwise, all further references to 
ideal numbers will be to integral elements. 
The set of ideal numbers O(Z) inherits the multiplicative properties of 
ideals, in particular, unique factorization into primes and greatest common 
divisors. Each O[a] inherits the additive structure of K including the usual 
properties of congruences. (See Hecke [4] or Hermann [5] for more 
details.) One must be careful, however, not to add ideal numbers 
associated to different K[u]. For instance, a= b (mod N) is a- b-0 
(mod N) so a and b must be in the same ideal class. This restriction leads 
to the h-length vectors we will consider. 
Fix NE O(Z), the level of the modular forms we will construct. Define a 
set of matrices of level N with determinant m, with initial class a’ and ratio 
01, by 
r(m, a’, b, N) 
= m=ud-bc, aeO[u’],bEO[mu’-‘b], ceO[u’bk’], 
deO[mu’-‘],asa’mod N, 
Because of the restriction on addition of ideal numbers, one cannot 
generally multiply matrices in r(m, a’, b, N). If we make a vector of 
matrices, however, one component for each ideal class [b], then we do 
have a well-defined multiplication. Let f(m, a’, N) be the set of h-length 
vectors of matrices 
T(m, a’, N) = {A = (A[b])j A [b] E T(m, a’, b, N) for each [b]} 
Then for A, ~T(rn,, a;, N) and A,~r(m,, a;, N) define A, A2 as A, E 
r(m,m*, u;a;, N), where A,= (A3[b]), each A,[b] = A,[b] A,[mu;2b]. 
This multiplication is well-defined. 
These matrices act on Poincart three space H = {x + yk 1 x E C, y > 0}, 
where k is the usuai quaternionic basis element k2 = - 1, ik = -ki. Any 
matrix in GL(2, C) acts on H via 
(z) = m-“2(uz + b)(cz + d)-’ rnli2? 
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where m = ad- bc. The factors of m ‘I2 take advantage of the anti- 
commutativity of quaternions-for instance, if z = x + yk E H, then 
( ) ; “, (z)= -x+,vkeH. 
We wish to define Eisenstein series. The multiplier system will involve 
the v-fold symmetric product representation for the quaternions. For a 
complex matrix A = (; 5;) an variables (e, f), define the v-fold symmetric d 
product A’“’ to be the (v + 1) x (v + 1) matrix given by 
where (8) = A(j). 
For a quaternion z = x + yk, x, y E C, we have a representation 
p;(z) = ($ <). Set p:(z) = p;(z)‘“‘, so p: is the v-fold symmetric product 
representation of the quaternions. Since p{,(rz) = r’pb(z) for real numbers Y, 
we need only consider the (unitary) representation on the unit length 
quaternions; define p(z) = p:(z/l z I) f or all z # 0. One can show that ‘p(z) 
Pp(z) = P with P = diag ((;)I j = 0, 1, . . . . v}, (;) being the usual binomial 
coefficient. 
We can now define the components of our Eisenstein series. Let v be 
even so p( - 1) = I. For z E H, s E C, n a rational integer, and nonzero cO, 
do E O(Z), let 
Qz, s, co, do) = C’ p-‘(cz+d)N(cz+d)-” 
csrgmodN,rtO[c,,] (N(?d,i>: 
d-domod N,dtO[&] 
Here N means the norm; for imaginary quadratic fields this is simply 
squaring the absolute value. The prime on the summation means that one 
eliminates any term with c = d= 0. Unless co = 0 mod N, c = co mod N 
implies c E O[co]; to simplify notation any summation condition such as 
c E c0 mod N will implicitly require c E O[co] even when co = 0 mod N. 
We want to act on E(z, s, co, do) by a matrix A = (tf $). As usual, 
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This suggests the appropriate definition for a slash operator on a com- 
ponent of our Eisenstein series, namely, 
E(z, s, d,)lA =N(m-1’2(y~+6))-“p ‘(m-“‘(yz+d))E(Az, s, co, do). 
More importantly, the terms CCI + dr and ~$3 + dh are defined in the set of 
ideal numbers Z only when (; f) is in r(m, IX, d,c; I, N). In particular, E(z, 
s, co, doNA =E(z, s, co, do) only for A E Z-( 1, 1, d,c; ‘, N). One sees that 
the matrix action as well as the components of our Eisenstein series fall 
into h classes depending on [d,c;‘]. This explains why one must consider 
h-length vector forms and h-length vectors of matrix operators. 
Let E be a character of the multiplicative group of integral ideal numbers 
modulo N. (When N = 1 this means E is a character of the ideal class 
group.) Let E(d) = 0 if the greatest common divisor (d, N) # 1. For each 
ideal class [b] let 
E(z,s,E, b)= c E(d,,) E(z, s, co, do). 
Define the /z-length vector Eisenstein series as 
E(z-, s, E) = (Et,-, s, E, b)), 
each component of the vector corresponding to one ideal class [b] 
For A = (A [b]) E T(m, d,) define the vector slash operator 
Et=, s, &)(A = (E*(z, s, E, b)), 
where 
E*(;, s, E, b) = N(m-‘/2(~z + d))-” p -‘(m -‘!‘(cz + d)) 
x E(A[mp’d;‘b] z, s, E, b) 
and (c, d) is the bottom row of A[m ~ ‘d; 2 b]. This definition of the vector 
slash operator permutes the h components of E appropriately so that 
E(z, s, E)( C(d) = E(d) E(z, S, E) for all vector matrix operators C(d) E 
r( 1, d-l, N). Thus, our vector Eisenstein series is a modular form of level N 
and character E. 
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FOURIER EXPANSIONS 
Standard techniques yield the Fourier expansion for E(z, s, co, do). If we 
have terms with c=O we get a constant term 
c 
d#O 
d-&(modN) 
The remainder is 
c p-*(cz+d)N(cz+d)-” 
C#O ( N(?d)2y 
<scotmod NJ 
d-do (mod IV) 
= c p-‘(z+d/c)p-‘(c)N(z+d/c)-“-2”N(c)-”-2”N(y)s. 
C#O 
c z cg (mod N) 
dz do (mad Nl 
Let (co, N) = u and N= N’o. Then (c, N) = (co, N) = (T and if c = C’G then 
(c’,N’)=1.Writed=d0+(db+d’c’)N,whered0~0[d0N~’]formacom- 
plete set of residues modulo c’. If we consider every d E do mod N then we 
have every d’ E O[d,c;‘N’-‘1. 
Now O[d,c;‘N’-‘1 is a lattice with dual lattice 6~‘0[6d;‘c,N’]. 
Here (6) is the different of K and “dual” means with respect to the trace. 
For an imaginary quadratic field K, 6 =,/-d and tr(x)=x+ X. 
Let e(x)=exp{2nitr(x)} and let f(d’)=p-l(z+do/c+doN’/c’+d’N’) 
N(z + do/c + dhN’/c’ + drNI)-n-2s. Using Poisson summation, 
c f(d’) = N(cS-“~ 1 f(u) e( - d*v/6) dv. 
d’eO[d&‘N’-‘1 d’s o[ad;‘roNy 
Substitute u = (uy - x - do/c - doN’/c’)/N’ so dv = N( y) N(W)-~’ du. One 
obtains 
c f(J) 
d.EO[doc;'N'-'] 
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Suppose d* # 0. After substituting U’ = (( ud*)/(N’G))I (N’6)/d* 1 the 
integral 
I p-‘(u+k)N(u+k)-“-“e c 
becomes ~~‘~(1) W,(ld*y/N’I, n+2s) p”‘(q), where v= (d*/(N’6))1(N’6)/d*) 
and 
&(~.s)=N(b)-r/‘j. p-‘(u+k)N(u+k)-“e(-yu/16()du. 
c 
Putting everything together for d* # 0, we find that the coefficient of 
e((d*x)/(N’G)) is 
c c P”‘(V) ul,(ld*y/N’I,n+h) 
C#O dlj mod c 
rsrgmod N 
The exponential sum over db mod c’ is zero unless c’( d* in which case it 
equals N(c’). Therefore the coefficient of e((d*x)/(N’S)) is 
p”*(q) W,((d*y/N’(, n+2s) p”2(~)N(y)i-“-~‘p-‘(a)N(a)~“-2” 
X c 
d*do 
(.’ ) P 
p-‘(c’) N(c’)‘-~-‘~ e Nc’6 
( 1 
L.‘E c,p-’ (mod N) 
=P”~(F/) Wo(/d*y/N’~,n+2s)p”Z(~)N(y)i~‘z~”~-’(a)N(a)-”~2” 
xp-‘(d*)N(d*)1-“-2” c 
did’ 
p(d) N(d)“+2s--’ e 
dsd*c;'o (mod N) 
for any d* 6 O[Gd;‘c,N’], d* # 0. 
Suppose that d* = 0. Then one gets 
W,(y,n+2s)N(y)‘-“-“p-‘(a)N(a)-“-2” 
X c 
p-‘(c’) N(c’)I-“-2s. 
c’s con-’ (mod N) 
We now summarize our result. Let 
m, do) = c p-‘(d) N(d)-“. 
d#O 
ds do (mod N) 
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Then 
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W, s, co, do) = N(y)” Un + 7% do) 
+ W,(O,n+2s)N(y)-“-“p-‘(o) 
xN(o)-“-*“L(n+2s-l,c,o+) 
+ 
d’#O 
x~“~(q) N(y)‘-“-” p-‘(a) 
xNJ-“-~” P-‘(d*)N(d*)‘-“-‘” 
X c p(d) N(d)“+ “- ’ 
d/d’ 
e($+o). 
d=d*c;‘o (mod N) 
We can also find the coefficient of e((d*x)/(N’S)) in the vector Eisenstein 
series E(z, S, E), namely, 
x p(d) N(d)“+2s-1 E(A) 
[ddol= CaNI 
If the greatest common divisor (d*, N) = 1 then the final sum is a Gauss 
sum independent of d*. The sum over d 1 d* is then analogous to the 
classical divisor function. 
ACTION OF THE HECKE OPERATORS 
Let 7c be prime with rcl N. The Hecke operator T(z) is obtained by the 
usual coset procedure; we normalize it by multiplying on the right by 
P-~(Tc”~) N(n)- (ni2’Ps. In other words, 
where C(n) E r( 1, 71, N), where ((; 7)) is the h-length vector with each com- 
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ponent (; YX and ((A 3) is the h-length vector with the [b] component 
being to z L .a) for some CI E [b], (a, n) = 1. The following are easily verified: 
31 0 
( > 
o * (2) = n%7cL”, 
( ) 
; “,” (z)=n-“2=n--‘!2+UM~--l, 
E(z, s, co, d,)( C(n)[c,‘d,] = E(z, s, con-- I, don). 
Firstly, 
= N(K)‘~‘~ p(n”“) c’ p-‘(cnl’2z~li2+~) 
t ~qn- (mod IV) 
rls don (mod N) 
xp- 1(,1/2),(,)-(42, -I 
For convenience we have set 
f(cz + d) = p ‘(cz -f-d) N(cz + d)-” 
( N(?d)2)‘- 
With a E O[c;‘d,], 
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x C’ p-‘(c(~-“*z71-li*+uan~‘)+d) 
czq(mod N) 
dzdo(mod NI 
x N(~(n-~‘~zr~/‘~ + ULWC-‘) + d)-” 
X 
N(n - ‘y) J 
N(c(n-“*zK”~ + um -‘) + d)’ 
~~1(.1/2)N(7L)--i,li2)~., 
= 2’ f(cz + (cm + dn)). 
c-q(modN) 
d--do (mod N) 
We break the sum over c into two parts, those c with n 1 c and those c 
with rryc. When n) c, let c = XC’ and factor out the rr. Then the sum over c 
with rt / c becomes 
E(z, s, con-‘, do) ,I-‘(n)N(n)--‘-*I. 
This holds for any u mod rt so summing over u mod rc will contribute 
another factor of N(n) to this. 
The sum over c with rcyc takes a little more work. Let d’ = uc(c + dx. If 
we take the sum over all u mod rt and all d = do mod N we obtain the sum 
over d’ s d,7c mod N with rr yc. Now 
C’ f(c=+a), 
ny,, 
c~ca(modN) 
c/‘cdgn(modN) 
CT C’ f(cz+d’))- 1’ f(c+d’)) 
csco(modN) df 
d’id,~lon (mod Nl <~c”(modN) 
d’sdon(modN) 
= E(z, s, co, d,n) - C’ .f(cz + d’)). 
A]( 
c zco(mod N) 
cl’s-donlmod N) 
When we put everything together, 
E(z, s, co, do)1 ~(n)Cc,‘d,l 
One easily verifies that for the vector Eisenstein series 
E(z, s, &)I T(n)=E(s, s, ~)(~(n)+p~‘(n)N(n)‘-“~“). 
Note that the “eigenvalue” for the vector Eisenstein series must be 
multiplied on the right side. It is a diagonal matrix, however, and if one 
postmultiplies E by a fixed vector as in Goldfeld et al. [2] then the eigen- 
value is a complex constant. Also note that the eigenvalue corresponds to 
the appropriate coefficient of the Fourier expansion. 
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DIRICHLET SERIES 
Properties of Dirichlet series follow from the multiplicative properties of 
the Hecke operators as well as from the Mellin transform. For this section 
we make the simplifying assumption that N = 1 and also assume that p(q) 
is the identity matrix I for any unit q EK. For complex quadratic fields 
a($) with df -3, -4, this merely requires that p is an even-fold 
symmetric product representation. 
Define a Dirichlet series 
d(r, I’)= c V(d*)&(d*)pp1(d*)N(d*)‘-“p2” 
d*#O 
<l’E O(z) 
x c c(d) p(d) N(d)“+“dp’ N(d*)-r, 
dl d* 
where V(d*) is any totally multiplicative function. The Hecke operators 
satisfy (see [S, 71) 
T(a) T(b) = 1 T(abc-“) p-‘(c) N(c)‘-“-2”~(~), 
l1.l 
c/h 
so as usual A has an Euler product 
d(r, V)= fl (I- V(~)E(~~)P-‘(~L)N(~~)I-“-~“-~ {l+p(~~)N(n)“+~‘-‘1 
IL) 
A prune 
+ V(~)2p-‘(~)N(~)‘-n-2J-2r~(n))--1. 
Consider the Mellin transform Y of the Fourier series for E(yk, S, 
cO, do). Then 
yU(r, s, co, do) 
= 
s = N(y)’ {E(yk, s, co, do) -N(y)’ Un + 2s, do) 0 
-N(y)-“-’ Wo(0,ni2r)L(n+2.r-l,c,)J! 
xp-‘(d*) 1 p(d)N(d)“+2”p’N(d*)“+“m1mm’. 
did’ 
dco[Q’a] 
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The integral ir No+‘-+’ W,(y, n + 2s) dy/y corresponds to the 
classical gamma factor. Unfortunately, this integral does not commute with 
p”*(q) so one cannot find a simple relation between the Mellin transform 
Y and the Dirichlet series A. 
We note that E(k/y, S, cO, d,) = p(k) N(y)” +2SE( yk, S, d,, co). Thus, 
YU(r, s, co, do) 
= 1N(~)'~~(yk,s,co,do)-N(~)s~(n+2s,do) s 0 
-N(y)-“-’ Wo(0,n+2s)L(n+2s-I,c,j$ 
+p(k)jol N(y)‘z+2s-r (Wk, s, do, co) - N(y)” Un + 2~2 co) 
-N(y)-‘-” W,(O, n + 2s) L(n + 2s - 1, do)} $ 
+ L(n + 2~7 do) + 0) Un + 23, co) 
r+s n+3s-r 
+ 
W,(O, n + 2s) qn + 2s - I, co) 
r-n-s 
+ p(k) W,(O, n + 2s) L(n + 2s - 1, do) 
s-r 
= p(k) yl(n + 2s - r, s, do, co). 
We see that the functional equation relates a Dirichlet series to the series 
of the inverse ideal class. Even for the principal class, the relationship of the 
various entries of the matrix Y is complicated by the factor p(k). 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
To avoid complicated multiplier systems, we have limited ourselves to 
Eisenstein series where p is an even-fold symmetric product representation. 
Nevertheless, one can consider a quaternionic-valued Eisenstein series 
defined with components 
E(G 3, co, do, N, W 
= 1’ M(c, d)(cz+d)-‘N(cz+d)-” 
c-co(modN) ( N(:?d)2)l’ 
4s da (mod N) 
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Here M(c, d) is a multiplier system which we need not specify; it involves 
the Kubota symbol and is detailed in Goldfeld et al. [2]. 
A paper of Maass [6] suggests the following theorem: 
THEOREM. Let z = u + vi + Jsk, II, L’, 1’ E R. Let c, d E @. Let R(t) denote 
the operator which multiplies an expression on the right hi) t. Then 
+R((t’-t)-(n’-n)) [(cz+d) ‘/c,-+dj “J,‘~“]=O. 
I 
Also, E(I, s, co, d,, N, M) is annihiluted by the same differentiul operutor lf 
one replaces t by n + 2s. 
Proof: Tedious but straightforward calculation verities this. One notes 
the obvious formulas, e.g., 
$ (cz + d) = r, 
and then one pieces together the appropriate derivatives. Since E is a linear 
combination of terms like the one shown, the last statement follows 
immediately. (For fuller details, see [8].) Q.E.D. 
In analogy with our earlier Fourier expansions, we might presume that a 
term in the Fourier expansion for E has the form e(d.u/6)~~~“r?‘!2B(It’) VI”, 
where q = (d/6)/) d/6 / and M’= 471 1 d/S ( .r. Plugging this into our differential 
equation, we obtain a differential equation for B: (let t = n + 2s) 
g B(w) - [ 1 + ki/w + R( t’ - t)/ti”] B(w) = 0. 
This is closely related to the differential equation for the Whittaker 
functions which appear in the coefficients of classical Eisenstein series. 
Of course earlier we defined Eisenstein series using a matrix represen- 
tation, so we expect in these cases to obtain a matrix of differential 
operators. Up to constants, the general Fourier coefficient involves a power 
of y and the matrix W,( I d*v ( , t). We can use an idea from Goldfeld et al. 
[2] to obtain a matrix of differential operators related to I+‘,. 
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Recall that p is defined using the v-fold symmetric product represen- 
tation pk. Let p-‘(u+k)= (u+k(” CP+yGV a(p, q) upiP for some matrix 
coefficients a(p, q), and set t = n + 2s and w  = 4n 1 d*/6 1~. Then 
W,Od*yl,n+2s)= c 4P2 4) !‘, upP(J u\* + l)“‘*-’ exp(i tr(wu)/2) du. 
P+Y< 
Suppose we consider w  (which is of course real) as a complex variable 
w = ~1, + iw,, so the above integral is obtained in the limit as w2 -+ 0. Now 
tr(wu)=wu+Zi so 
s upiiy( 1 ul* + 1 )v’zP’exp(i tr(wU)/2) du c 
=Zp+4iPi4$$\c ((ul’+ 1)““-‘exp(itr(wU)/2)du. 
The interesting factor is i PtY. If we would have gotten ip( -i)y, one could 
show that W,((d*y I, t) would equal 
p:(2i-&-k 
! 
1 (lul*+ l)“izPt exp( i tr( wu)/2) du. 
c 
In other words, the appropriate matrix of differential equations would be 
p:,(2i a/&% - k), evaluated at w  = PC = 4n ) d*/bl y. Of course one may 
“forget” or “refuse” to conjugate the 2i factors when finding the entries of 
pb(2i a/a@- k) and then one will obtain the correct differential equations. 
We note that the integral 
s c (l4*+ 1) “*-’ exp(i tr(wu)/2) du 
is essentially a Bessel function; therefore W, is a matrix of sums of Bessel 
functions. Goldfeld et al. [2] have slickly evaluated the outermost entries 
of W,,, each being a simple Bessel function. One might wish to calculate the 
inner entries. Straightforward calculation using Gradshteyn and Ryzhik 
[3] gives the following evaluations. 
When v = 0, let p = t - 1. Then W, equals 
27cwp 
N(6)“’ 2pf(p+ 1) q(~a). 
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When v = 2, let p = t - 2. For convenience, we will drop the w  arguments in 
the Bessel functions. Then IV,, equals 
27wp + ’ 
N(6)“’ 2P+‘T(p + 2) 
-2iK, K,,, 
-A -iKp . 
2iKp -K,_, i 
Here A=K,_,-(2/w)K,+K,+,. 
When v = 4, let p = t - 3. W, equals 
4iKp_, -6Kp -4iK,+, 
3iB A, 
2iB 
-;iB A 
- 
-6K, -4iK,-, 
Here 
A,=Kp+~-6K,,1+3Kp U' 
B=Kp/$Kpt3Kp+, 
C=K,e,-;K,,+ Kp-;Kp+,+Kp+z 
Finally, when v = 6, let p = t - 4. Then W, is 
2nwP+3 
N(c~)“~ 2”’ 3 T(p + 4) 
IK,_, -6iKp_2 15K,_, 2OiK, -f5Kp+, -6iKp+z K,,+l 
iKpm2 -A- -5iB _ 1oc SiB, -A+ -iK,+> 
K,-I 2iB -D_ 4iE D, 2iB+ -K,+, 
-iK,, 3C 3iE -F -3X 3C iKp 
-K,,+, -2iB+ D, 4iE -D- -2iB_ K,-, 
iK,+z -A+ -5iB+ IOC 5iB . -A- -iK,-, 
-K,,+, 6iK,,+2 -15K,,+, -2OiK, 15K,-, 6iKpmz -Kp-! 
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Here 
B,=Kp,r~Kp+,+2Kp w 
c=Kp-,-6Kp+Kp,, 
W 
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